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Dear parents and carers,
Last week we celebrated ‘150 years of Public Education’ commemorates the past, celebrates the
present and imagines the future of education in Victoria. It was wonderful to see our community
be able to be part of the celebrations. It was exciting to re-establish the partnership with parents/
carers with engagement becoming embedding within the school culture.
Congratulations to our year 3-6 students who participated in our Athletics Carnival last Tuesday.
Students participated in a range of athletic events throughout the day. To all the parents and carers that came down to support, I am sure you would agree the sea of house colours was truly
amazing. The house chants demonstrated a healthy competitiveness amongst the students as they
cheered on their fellow house members. The laughter, cheers and shouts of encouragement were
exactly what an athletics day is all about. Special thanks to Ms. O’Mealley and Mr Puddefoot for
all the detailed organisation
We continue to have a steady increase of COVID 19 cases at the school. I want to thank the
school community for your continued diligence in keeping our school as safe as possible. As a
parent you are required to contact the school to inform us of any positive & household contacts.
I ask that you stay the course and continue to play your part by keeping unwell children home.
As we progress towards the end of term 2, we have had several teachers who have been struck
down with COVID or various other ailments over the term. We continue to work with our relief
teacher agencies to provide the best education possible in every classroom. I thank you all for
your support and understanding during these challenging times.
Though we know many of you have had regular contact with your son/daughter’s teachers, we
still need to conduct Parent Teacher Interviews. In doing so, we have decided to conduct our interviews via WEBEX as we have found they have been very successful over the past 2 years.
Please look out for information in the coming weeks around PTI.
Lastly, please ensure that your child/children are coming to school in full school uniform. As winter approaches and the temperature drops, students who wish to wear beanies and scarfs, they
must be navy blue.
I continue to thank you for your ongoing support. Have a wonderful weekend,

Jane Budd
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TERM 2 - WEEK 6
Thursday 2 June

Year 3 - Airoworld Excursion
Division Cross Country

Friday 3 June

TERM 2 - WEEK 7
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Monday 6 June

YEAR 4 - Circus Fit Excursion (4A, 4C & 4D)

Tuesday 7 June

YEAR 4 - Circus Fit Excursion (4B, 4D & 4E)

Wednesday 8 June
Thursday 9 June
Friday 10 June

CURRICULUM DAY (pupil free day)
TERM 2 - WEEK 8

Monday 13 June

PUBLIC HOLIDAY (pupil free day)
Bookings open for Parent/Teacher Interviews - 9am

Tuesday 14 June
Wednesday 15 June
Thursday 16 June

YEAR 1 - Brickworks Incursion

Friday 17 June

TERM 2 - WEEK 9
Monday 20 June

Excellence

E

Tuesday 21 June
Wednesday 22 June

Thursday 23 June
Friday 24 June

Chess Championships
Bookings close for Parent/Teacher Interviews - 3pm

Parent/Teacher Interviews (via WEBEX)
Students dismissed at 12:25pm (OSHC OPEN)
END OF TERM 2 - 1:45pm finish
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Congratulations to the following students:
TERM 2 - WEEK 5
Sumaya
Dardouri
Prep A
Zen (Sathu)
Ratanajantra

Sumaya comes to school every day with a big smile and is ready to learn.
She is a kind and friendly class member. Sumaya is a role model for others as
she always demonstrates our school values and has a growth mindset in all
that she does. I am proud of the way you are blending letters to read and
hearing sounds in words when you write. Keep up the great work Sumaya!

This student has made a huge improvement already in prep. Sathu shows
respect to all his teachers and classmates. I’m so proud of the student you
are becoming. Keep up the amazing work Zen (Sathu) Ratanajantra.

Prep B
Mase
Ringia
1B
Vivaan
Mashar
1D

Cheryl
Chen
2B

Elayna
Magro
2C

The student of the week in 1B is Mase Ringia. I would like to congratulate
him on coming into class every morning with a big smile on his face and a
positive outlook. Mase is trying his hardest at his schoolwork and has consequently made growth which I know has excited him too. He is interacting
with his peers positively and enjoying his days in school. Well done, Mase.
Keep up the hard work. I am very proud of you!
Vivaan is a hardworking student who always tries his best. He listens carefully to instructions and completes the work to the best of his ability. He
shows the school values daily, by being respectful and showing excellence
and self-resilience by improving his work when given feedback. Well done,
Vivaan!
For displaying all of our RISE values particularly, Integrity and Excellence.
Cheryl takes great pride in her classwork always double checking that she
has met the success criteria for that lesson. She has demonstrated that she
can lead a discussion within a small group as well as delegate roles according. She always shows compassion to her peers and is the first to admit
when she has made a mistake. Cheryl is a great role model within the classroom as well as in the yard. Thank you for coming to school with such an
infectious smile Cheryl!

Elayna is a happy student who always comes to school with a big smile on
her face. She encompasses the school’s RISE values, especially honesty and
integrity. Elayna listens well, always tries her best and is making excellent
progress in all areas. Congratulations Elayna!
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Congratulations to the following students:
TERM 2 - WEEK 6
Alexis
Smith
3C
Brody
Smith
4B
Alma
AlAl-Aboosi - 4C

Ayman
Rahman
5C

Nicole
Korwa
6C
Yashas
Ramesha
ENR

Alexis has made great improvements on her behaviour and attitude towards
learning since the start of the year. She comes to school with a smile on her face
and responds well to feedback and has demonstrated her ability to show resilience and take on any challenges that come her way. Keep up the good work
Alexis, if you continue to work hard and try your best, you can achieve great
things. Well done.
Brody has had a very positive start to his school year. He comes to school each
day willing and eager to learn. He approaches all his tasks with a positive ‘can
do’ attitude and tries his best each and every day. Brody has worked hard to
ensure he is following the school values and is always kind to his classmates.
Keep up the good work Brody.
For her commitment to always being focus on her learning, and the generous
way she shares her understandings with others. You’re a great model for others
to follow. Keep up the great work Alma!
Ayman is receiving the principal award for Excellence. After being away on a
family holiday he has returned to school and enthusiastly completed all the
work he missed, which included all his NAPLAN assessments and several of the
end of unit assessments for this term. Ayman has achieved outstanding results
for his numeracy tasks, but still continues to challenge himself to improve his
understanding of complex numerical tasks. He has also put in huge effort with
his writing. Even though this does not come as easily for him, he implements an
amazing growth mindset and strives to complete tasks and put time and effort
into revising and editing his writing to achieve his best outcomes. Ayman is always a kind and positive contributor in class who makes responsible and conscientious choices in both his academic and social endeavours. Well done, Ayman.
Nicole has been an integral part of 6C this year and has shown excellent growth
in her final year of primary school. She has displayed outstanding leadership
qualities inside and outside the classroom and has flourished in her role as a
house captain. Nicole has embraced each challenge that has been thrown her
way and has displayed our school values of respect and integrity. She is an incredible role model for her classmates and for the younger years and is a very
caring and considerate friend to all. It's a pleasure to have Nicole in our class
this year. Congratulations!

For always showing an inquisitive mindset. Yashas eagerly shares his thoughts
and ideas with his class and will follow up with clarifying questions, showing an
interest in whatever is being shared with him.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS FROM OUR EDUCATION WEEK RAFFLE.
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Thank you to all parents/carers who participated in Education week.
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PACIFIC WERRIBEE - SHOP FOR YOUR SCHOOL
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SHOP FOR YOUR SCHOOL
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Support your local school for their chance to WIN in a share of $30,000!
Plus, you’ll go into the draw to win weekly prizes including a month of groceries, gym memberships
and gift cards to thank you for your support.

STEP 1
•

STEP 2
•
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Spend at fresh food stores and supermarkets at Pacific Werribee.

Scan the Shop for your School QR codes in-centre or click here to upload receipts, enter your
details and nominate your school.

Every dollar you spend earns points towards your schools tally. The more you enter, the more chances to win!
Click here to discover how your school is tracking on the leader board.

Weekly prizes below, with six of each to be won:
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•

A month's worth of groceries voucher, valued at $400

•

Monthly Senior All Star membership to Invicta Performance Athlete Wellness Hub and a $50
Pacific Werribee Gift Card.

•

$100 Pacific Werribee Gift Cards.

•

$50 Pacific Werribee Gift Cards.

•

$100 Pacific Werribee retailer gift cards from select sports stores.

Click here to read terms and conditions.
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PARENT/TEACHER INTERVIEWS - Thursday 23rd June (12:25pm
FINSIH FOR STUDENTS)
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IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION - TERM 2

PUBLIC HOLIDAY - Monday 13th June

TERM 2 ENDS - Friday 24th June (1:45pm FINISH FOR STUDENTS)

PLAYGROUNDS ARE NOT TO BE
USED BEFORE OR AFTERSCHOOL
2023 PREP ENROLMENTS
2023 Prep enrolments opened on Monday 23rd May.
Please visit the school office to collect an enrolment form.
The earlier you can get your prep enrolment finalised, the better!
UNSAFE DRIVING/PARKING AROUND THE SCHOOL
There have been a number of complaints from our crossing wardens regarding unsafe driving and parking by parents. The Wyndham Council and
Police have been contacted and they intend to be in the area at various
times to take photos of offending vehicles. Please ensure you follow the
road rules and always consider everyone’s safety, as well as your own.
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SCHOOL UNIFORM
This Week's Uniform Focus will be on correct footwear and accessories. Students must be
in black shoes. Accessories in hair, on legs or arms must be in navy blue or white.

Winter Uniform
Navy unisex track pants/trousers with navy jumper, navy polo shirt, white, black or navy
socks. Navy beanie, navy scarf (no other logos).
Coat – plain block colours, blue preferred.
Cambridge checked pinafore or tunic with navy blue tights.

Footwear
•

Black school shoes or black sports shoes. Flat heels and closed toe for safety reasons.

Accessories
•

Sunglasses - eye protection is encouraged under our Sun Smart Policy

•

Jewellery - watches, earrings (stud or sleepers only for safety reasons)

•

Body piercing - not permitted

•

Make-up - all make-up including nail polish and false nails is not permitted.

•

Head wear and leggings - all head wear/leggings worn for religious reasons must be
navy.

Hair
•

Hair that is past shoulders should be tied back for health and safety reasons

•

Hair ties/ribbons/head bands/scrunchies are to be navy blue or white only. Plain
clips, combs and bobby pins are acceptable

•

Hair style should not impede the wearing of the school hat.

•

Hair should be natural coloured.
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Care of Uniform
•

Uniforms should be well maintained and in a clean and neat manner.

•

Modifications “based on trend”, graffiti and logos are unacceptable.

•

The school’s sports top supplied by the school is compulsory for children representing the
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Rapid Antigen Tests (R.A.T)
Dear parents, carers and guardians
I am wring to let you know about changes to the provision of Rapid Angen Tests (RATs) in our
school for the remainder of Term 2.
RATs will connue to be distributed to you as they have been throughout this school year for the
remainder of this term.
However, from Monday 23 May 2022, students will no longer be recommended to undertake either twice weekly RATs in mainstream schools or 5 days a week in specialist schools.
As Cambridge Primary School has a large number of Posi5ve COVID case currently, we would
encourage our families to con5nue to test twice weekly.
RATs however will connue to be required by students who are household contacts to a0end
school (5 negave tests over a 7 day period) or who have symptoms.
The ongoing supply of RATs to families in our school will ensure that parents and carers will have
them should they need them if their child is a household contact or has symptoms.
Families must connue to nofy the Department of Health and the school if their child returns a
posive RAT result. Addionally, you should inform us if any of your children are household contacts.
Thank you also to all families who has got their child vaccinated. Vaccinaon connues to remain
the best way to protect students and staﬀ in our school.
Ge5ng vaccinated is easy and bookings can be done via the coronavirus website. If you have any
quesons about the vaccines, I encourage you to speak to your GP or a health praconer.
Thank you again for your ongoing cooperaon and support during this me.

POSITIVE CASES OR HOUSE HOLD CONTACTS

If you are positive you MUST isolate for 7 days.
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You MUST contact the school for all Household contacts & Positive cases – (Parents are
asked to email the school on cambridge.ps@education.vic.gov.au to advise the school of
positive and household contacts after any telephone communications).

ALL close contacts can attend school but, MUST wear a MASK & RAT Test everyday.
Parents are to register all COVID positive cases through Students COVID-19 Test portal https://covidtest.educationapps.vic.gov.au/s/login/SelfRegister?startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Growth Mindset Fortnightly Focus.

Respect
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The fortnightly focus for Weeks 7 and 8 is “Mistakes help me grow”.

Teaching children not to be afraid of making mistakes and in fact encouraging them to make
mistakes, is the key to helping your students become better learners. Mistakes should be
seen as an opportunity for developing the learning process. It is through mistakes that we
can use our knowledge of growth mindset statements learn in the previous week i.e this will
take some time, I may need to try a new strategy, I can learn from others.
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For children, making a mistake can be the cause of embarrassment and frustration; however,
mistakes are far from being something to be avoided, as they are a fundamental part of the
learning process. It’s all part of the Growth Mindset.
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Late arrivals.
Cambridge Primary school places great importance in all students being at school on time,
every day the school is open for instruction. The school gates open at 8.35am with daily
instruction starting at 8.45am. When a student is late, they miss the important information
about the day and the beginning of the first session’s instruction, social interaction with their
friends and they may feel anxious or embarrassed about often coming in late.
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Congratulations to all of the students who represented Cambridge at the
Victorian Championship Qualifying Tournament last week. Cambridge
won the tournament, making us the best chess school in the west for the
9th time. A number of students qualified for the Vic Championship Semifinals to be held in October, but the Star of the Tournament was Rithvik,
who was undefeated!

Thanks,
Mr. Jarred
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Circus Fit Excursion Year 4
Year fours are going to circus fit on June the 6th and 7th. We will be doing trapeziums,
silks and more. We will be coming to school in fitness clothes. We can’t wait until we go!
Watch out for our next newsletter for photos and exciting news on our day out!!

EDUCATION WEEK
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Victorian Chess Championships Qualifier
On the 26th of May, 38 students from Cambridge Primary School participated in the qualifying
tournament for the Victorian Chess Championships. Our Cambridge students travelled to Tarneit
Rise Primary School by bus and competed against 5 other schools (61 other students).
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The tournament was an exciting challenge for all of our students. Cambridge Primary School celebrated a successful victory after our school came first place and won the school trophy. Congratulations to Rithvik Ramesh for winning the overall tournament’s trophy with an amazing score of
seven out of seven! Also, congratulations to all our Cambridge medalists!
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Rithvik with this trophy

Rithvik playing chess

All of our participants did an amazing job last Thursday to make Cambridge Primary School
proud of its chess champions.
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Christine playing chess

Cambridge students in the tournament
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THE PREP’S MELBOURNE ZOO EXCURSION
Last Friday, the preps took an exciting trip to the Melbourne zoo. They
learnt lots about many animals, and had lots of fun! Here is what some of
them had to say.

Jenna, Prep B: “I saw lots of animals but I like the seals th most. And the
bus was squishy. I didn't like that”.

Harlee, Prep E: “My favourite animal was the butterflies. But my favourite
part out of everything was eating lunch”.

Aya, Prep E: “I like the butterflies, everyone was scared when they landed
on peoples head”.

Andrew, Prep E: “There were snakes and lions. My favourite was the lions”.

Ayra, Prep E: “I wanted to see the seals but I couldn't because they were
cleaning out the tank”.
Ome: “I liked the swimming snakes and going on the bus”.

They all had fun and enjoyed their first excursion with no problems. Good
job preps!
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The Year 5 Scienceworks Excursion.

On Monday the 30th of May the year 5s went to Scienceworks to celebrate being at school for a whole semester a9er Covid. The year 5s had a
blast at Scienceworks and so did the teachers! Here’s what some of the
teachers thought:
Mr Dibble: “I’m excited for the Sports Science, and to see how kids go on
the Grip Strength Tester.” A9er the excursion Mr Dibble said he enjoyed:
“People enjoying and discovering new things, being curious about old
technology, not doing math.”
Ms Voight: “I’m excited about a lot of things, like the Planetarium, Sports
Science, the general exhibions, the designing car computer, and the character maker.” A9er the excursion Ms Voight
said she enjoyed: “The Planetarium, the bus trip there, and how students represented the school well, but the Planetarium was the highlight.

Integrity

Here are what some students enjoyed:
5B Sienna Solomon before the excursion she said: “I’ve never been there, I’m excited about everything especially the
Planetarium.”
A9er the excursion she said: “I enjoyed the Planetarium, the rainbow light room, the
character making, the Think Ahead area, and the Customising Car Computer.
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5B Charity Asiata before the excursion she said: “I’m excited to see the Planetarium.”
A9er the excursion she said: “I enjoyed the Sports Science, the Planetarium, and the Character Maker.
The JSCs enjoyed everything, we liked the experience, and especially enjoyed the Planetarium like everybody else. The
Planetarium was deﬁnitely the highlight of the trip for everyone. We’d also just like to say a big thank you to the teachers for organising this, and we hope all the year 5s, and teachers enjoyed the trip too.

Excellence

E
All ar5cles wri<en by our JSC members & school & vice captains

Lilly, Kelly, Kunssh, Lucy, Emily, Tyrone, Kyra, Alyxa, Hannah,
Meagan, Senara, Ellie, Yashas, Lisiate and Abdul
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Cambridge Athletics Carnival
Last week, on Tuesday the 24th May, Cambridge held it annual house Athletics Carnival.
Students in Grades 3-6 competed against each other in a variety of different events to earn
house points. The events that students participated in included a 100m sprint, a 200m race,
Hurdles, Discus, Shot Put, High Jump and Long Jump.
Our Cambridge students are always really excited about the Athletics Carnival, and this year
was no different. What started out as a cold and bleak looking morning turned out to be a
wonderfully warm autumn day. It was fantastic to see so many of our students dressed up in
their house colours. We loved seeing the smiles on student’s faces and hearing the laughter,
cheering and words of encouragement throughout the day. Congratulations to all students
who won ribbons on the day.
Thank you to all the students that participated on the day. You all did an amazing job, gave
it your all, and should be proud of your efforts.
The final tally of house points was quite close, with only a few points separating third and
fourth. Barber came in 4th place, with 2191 points. Dowling came in 3rd place, with 2201
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points. Westmill finished the day in 2nd place, with 2326 points. Leaving Carruthers in
1st place, and winning the day overall, with 2344 points.

A huge thank you to all of the parents who
volunteered to help out on the day. Without your help, the day would not have run as
smoothly as it did, and we really appreciate all the work that you did on the day. We
would also like to thank all those parents who attended the event and jumped in to help
out.
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Baked Potatoes are back on the menu
•

gluten free and halal

•

you can also add chicken if you like.

Gluten free Mac & cheese is NEW to the menu
Unfortunately JJ’s will no longer be available as they have discontinued this product.
In replacement we have grain waves, salt & vinegar and original chips

TO PLACE A LUNCH ORDER:
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1.

Brown paper bag with their NAME, CLASS & MONEY ENCLOSED
JASMINE
Example -

6A
Hotdog sauce
Popcorn
Slushy

2. Through Flexischools - www.flexischools.com.au
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Dear parents/Carers,
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During the last two weeks we have been working on our Minecraft wall, the children
have designed, added characters, tools and diamonds to it. They have done an amazing
job, it looks fantastic.
Last week and continuing on this week, the children are designing & creating our “under
the sea” wall. Children have shared their ideas and have started to create some amazing
and wonderful sea creatures.

I

Our cooking club runs every week with children being involved in the preparation of our
OSHC snacks. This week children have prepared potato bake, which was delicious.
Many children enjoyed creating their superhero masks and accessories, They used their
knowledge and showed their creativity as they drew, cut out and painted.
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As the colder weather sets in children have enjoyed chilling inside and doing jigsaw
puzzles.
For children attending our service we run an OSHC homework club, this runs from
4.25pm to 4.45pm and continues to be popular. Please let us know via message if you
wish your child to participate in our homework club on the days they attend ASC.
Vacation care forms are now available online!
Please return them by the due date as there is limited places and placements are not
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guaranteed.
REMINDER: Please send us your recipes!
We are still wanting to create our OSHC recipe book.
OSHC Team
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